Let’s achieve your vision…
TOGETHER
info@choosesapphire.com
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SERVICE

CATALOGUE
Proofing and Copywriting
CRM Organization
Cash Flow Forecasting
Social Media Systems

Recruitment & Talent Acquisition
Company Retreats & Event Production
Payroll Procedures
Project Management

Grant Writing
Government Certifications

Team Dynamics Improvement
Travel Planning & Sabbaticals
HR Compliance
Knowledge Mapping

Branding and Professional Image
Call Summaries
Professional Portfolio Assistance
Conflict Reduction - Management & Leadership
Financial Analytics

SERVICE
COMPLEXITY

Time Management - Staff & Executives
Department Optimization

PROOFING

AND COPYWRITING
Copywriters, or Content Writers, are responsible for producing engaging, clear and directed
text for different advertising mediums, websites, print ads, businesses, and catalogs. We offer
Copywriting consulting for diverse purposes, target markets, and sensibilities, as well as,
proofreading and editing, powerful tools for distilling accurate and efficient language and
facilitating communication. We will research keywords, produce interesting content and
proofread work for accuracy and quality.

CREATIVE
WRITING SKILLS
LEAD
MANAGEMENT

COMMUNICATION
SKILLS

PERFORMANCE
TRACKING

CREATIVE
THINKING

LEAD
SORTING

PROBLEM-SOLVING
SKILLS

ANALYTICS

INTERPERSONAL
SKILLS

CRM

PERSONALITY
ASSESSMENT

ORGANIZATION
When managing all your company's relationships and interactions with customers, investors, new
talent, or potential collaborators, the goal is simple: Improve business relationships to grow your
business. Strategic CRM applies information about customers and market trends to obtain better
values.

Back to services

CASH FLOW

FORECASTING
Cash flow forecasting is one of the crucial tools businesses need to succeed. Understanding
how to analyze the financial health of a given area and what is realistic for a given situation
drives important business decisions. We can help review financial statements and make
informed decisions about the budget. Learn a variety of skills and resources to become quickly
adept at keeping financial flows.

BUILDING
FINANCIAL MODELS

USER-GENERATED
CONTENT

PROFITABILITY
AND FINANCIAL ASSESSMENTS

PERSONALIZED
PROFILES

TRACKING
SYSTEMS

MEDIA
APPLICATIONS

RECEIPT
MANAGEMENT

E-COMMERCE

SOCIAL MEDIA
SYSTEMS

LOYALTY
PROGRAMS

An effective coordination requires a collection of procedures to manage workflow in a disparate
social media environment. An experienced manager can apply manual or computer-based
processes, enable, aggregate, publish, highlight, and manage multiple social media channels from
one tool.

Back to services

TEAM DYNAMICS

IMPROVEMENT

Know your team. Tackle problems quickly with good feedback. Define roles and responsibilities,
identify conflict boundaries. Break down barriers. Focus on communication, learn how to keep
morale and efficiency thriving as cornerstones of effective team dynamics.

POSITIVE
INTERACTIONS
STRESSOR
IDENTIFICATION

CONCEPT
DESIGN / PLANNING

COACHING

AGENDA
TIME-LINE

MANAGERIAL
STYLES

TRAVEL
COORDINATION
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

TRAVEL PLANNING

CASH FLOW
CHART

& SABBATICALS

When it comes to time away, It can get really crazy with so many tasks to tick off, ever-increasing
to-do lists, and a date that gets closer by the second. Let us help you with the right tools and
resources to make planning your sabbatical, business trip, or special vacation a little easier.

Back to services

HR

COMPLIANCE
We can establish HR compliance, or the process of defining policies and procedures to ensure
your employment and work practices demonstrate a thorough understanding of applicable laws
and regulations, while also being aware of the company's larger human capital resources
objectives.

CORRECTLY CLASSIFY
YOUR WORKERS
UPDATE YOUR
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK

CALL RECORDINGS
+ TRANSCRIPTS

HIRE THE
RIGHT HR PEOPLE

KEY INFORMATION
STORAGE

CREATE CLEAR
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

BUILD A CURRICULUM
OUT OF YOUR MIND

PREPARE FOR
HR AUDITS

EASILY RETRIEVAL FOR
BLOGS, SOCIAL MEDIA,
AND MARKETING

KNOWLEDGE
MAPPING

BUILD STRONGER
RELATIONSHIPS

Your business is built on the knowledge that you have. When that knowledge IS your sole
product, monetizing it can get really tricky. Your product eventually becomes your time, and that’s
a challenging thing to scale. The more efficiently your knowledge can be taught, or the more
centralized some parts can become, the better your chances of reaching a wider audience.
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RECRUITMENT &

TALENT ACQUISITION
Recruitment can be a daunting task and it can often take multiple people, resources, and dozens of hours to find
that perfect person. Do it right the first time, get the right people in the right places with the right intentions, and
the right personalities to do the job RIGHT. Talent acquisition is an ongoing strategy to find specialists, leaders, or
future executives for your company. Talent acquisition focus is on long-term human resources, planning and
finding appropriate candidates for positions that require a specific skill-set.
AVOID WRONG
OR COSTLY HIRES
SCREENING
INTERVIEWS

STRATEGIC
CRM

PERSONALITY
ASSESSMENTS

ORGANIZATIONAL
SKILLS

MANAGER
MATCHING

BUDGET
MANAGEMENT

POSITION
BUILDING

ATTENTION
TO DETAIL

COMPANY RETREATS

& EVENT PRODUCTION

TARGET
AUDIENCE

The creative execution of an event (on-site or online) depends on key production skills and
knowledge of the 6 key steps for a successful event: Concept, Design, Planning, Coordination,
Implementation, and Closing.
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PAYROLL

PROCEDURES
Managing people to achieve better performance, should be a baseline operations item in every
organization. The relationship between an entity and its human resources department is a strategic
partnership looking for people who fit the company culture, as they will be happier, stay longer, and be
more productive. The performance of employees can be a liability or asset to a company. Let one of our
HR professionals play a pivotal role in how successful your company is.
COMPENSATION
& BENEFITS
WORKPLACE
SAFETY

BUSINESS
OBJECTIVES

DETERMINE
PAY SCHEDULES / DEDUCTIONS

INTERVENTION AND
EXECUTION STRATEGY

EMPLOYEE
TAX INFORMATION

ORGANIZATIONAL
SKILLS

TRACK TIME
AND ATTENDANCE

MANAGEMENT
SKILLS

PROJECT

MANAGEMENT

TIME-LINES

Project management is an art, managing different areas, with different requirements, and the
ability to monitor progress and identify roadblocks can be very challenging without the needed
experience and skill. Handling people, resources, and other equipment at one time is very difficult.
We can apply specific universal principles that can be effective for many types of projects and
settings.
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BRANDING AND

PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
Branding has both physical and psychological dimensions that relate to defining your professional personal
or business image. There are 2 types of brands: those that truly want success, and those that are trying to
avoid failure. Your professional brand summarizes your unique strengths and how you differ from
your competition. Your brand communicates your reputation and value.

DEFINE
YOUR AUDIENCE
FOLLOW
THE EXPERTS

INTEGRATING
CALL RECORDINGS

EMBRACE
NETWORKING

INTUITIVE
AGENDAS

GROW YOUR
ONLINE PRESENCE

INFORMATION
SYSTEMATIZATION
TASK
MANAGEMENT

CALL

SUMMARIES

BUILD STRONGER
RELATIONSHIPS

You have dozens of meetings in a week but are you looking deeper into how you can use these to
grow your business? Creating efficient call summaries empower you to better service your
clients and your team, as well as strengthen your existing relationships. If you’re having a meeting,
let that meeting work for you on multiple levels.
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PROFESSIONAL

PORTFOLIO ASSISTANCE
Developing a high-quality portfolio will take some creativity and time, but once you've made one, you
usually just need to update it on occasion. Avoiding common mistakes is another story, let us help you
create a bullet-proof portfolio with just the right information and attractive layout.

DEFINE
GOALS
DEVELOP
A SYSTEM

PERSONALITY
ASSESSMENTS

TARGET
THE RIGHT CLIENTS

IDENTIFYING
ISSUES

APPLY
MARKET-BASED RATES

GROUP
DYNAMICS
STRATEGIC
LEADERSHIP

CONFLICT REDUCTION

MANAGEMENT & LEADERSHIP
The aim is to better understand how to interact and connect with your staff and arrange your
teams to maximize efficiency. Conflict management is the process of reducing negative
outcomes while increasing the positive. Keeping high morale among staff is essential to bring out
their potential and deliver optimum results. This package delivers essential information to help
create and foster positive changes among leaders and team members.
Back to services

FINANCIAL

ANALYTICS
Good financial analysis is the proper assessment of the viability, stability, and profitability of a business, or
project. Let us develop concepts that provide fresh views on the business' financial data. We can give you
in-depth knowledge to take strategic actions to improve your business' overall performance.

FINANCIAL
STATEMENT REVIEW
NPV / IRR / EPS
DETERMINE
AUDIENCES

RATIO
ANALYSIS

DEFINE
EXPECTATIONS

DETERMINE
INTRINSIC VALUE

ESTABLISH
CREDIBILITY
LOGICAL
PLANNING

GRANT

WRITING

BUDGET

Grant proposals or grant submissions are application processes for a financial grant provided by
an institution such as a government department, corporation, foundation, or trust. Grant
proposals need to be tailored to specific disciplines or spheres, and we can help you develop the
right proposal for the granting agencies to which you want to apply.
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GOVERNMENT

CERTIFICATIONS
Corporate (internal), product-specific, and profession-wide federal, state or regional certification
programs are designed to establish consistent competencies and standards for those performing
acquisition-related work in civilian agencies. Certifications are federal standards recognized across
agencies. We can assist you in the process!

GET PROPER
REGISTRATIONS AND ID NUMBERS
MEET
SIZE STANDARDS

SCHEDULING
OPTIMIZATION

REGISTER
WITH SAM

SALES
TEAM EFFICIENCY

MAINTAIN
COMPLIANCE

RECRUITING
EFFICIENCY

CYBERSECURITY
REQUIREMENTS

REFLECTION
ASSESSMENTS

TIME MANAGEMENT

STAFF & EXECUTIVES
Are you and your employees trained to optimize your time most effectively? After all, “Time is
money”, right? We can help optimize every dollar for every minute by teaching you our strategies
to improve your skills.
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DEPARTMENT

OPTIMIZATION
Improve performance and results. Minimize your current costs and maximize your operational capabilities.
Automate work, increase user engagement, and drive collaboration in business processes. Quickly design,
build, and deploy Workflows to Improve Business Performance and Results.

ANALYTICS
STRATEGIC
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS
MONITOR
SKILLS
INNOVATION
INCREASE VALUE
FOR THE CUSTOMER

We have many other custom products
to fit your needs… LET US KNOW!
info@choosesapphire.com
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